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Preface
Over the years, the Old City of Jerusalem Revitalization Programme (OCJRP) has accumulated experience in the restoration of
buildings and architectural sites, training programmes and documentation. The OCJRP continues its work to establish the Institute for
the Preservation of Architectural Heritage in Jerusalem, which will institutionalize training and provide a center for the documentation
of architectural sites alongside a specialized geographical database. At a time when attempts are being made to erase Jerusalem’s
history, the physical dilapidation of its historic buildings and their unique architectural attributes makes the OCJRPs work to document
the city’s heritage all the more relevant and imperative.
This publication is designed as a resource for specialists, professionals and workers in the field of architectural preservation and
highlights the existing and potential benefits of the database created by the OCJRP. In 2007, the OCJRP decided to publish a series
of studies to document the architectural structure of historic buildings in Jerusalem and some of the major methods used for their
restoration. This third study, funded by the European Union (EU), is produced as part of the programme for the Restoration and
Rehabilitation of Housing in Jerusalem’s Historic Urban Core and complements two previously publications on the Dar al-Aytam alIslamiyya complex and the al-Madrasah al-Ashrafiyya.1
Al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya was selected as the subject of this publication for several reasons. Its founder, Majd al-Din al-Sallami, was
not a Mamluk prince but a significant figure during the reign of Sultan al-Nasir Muhammad ibn Qalawun. A merchant and diplomat
from northern Iraq, Majd al-Din chose to build the Madrasah in Jerusalem and made it an Islamic endowment (waqf). This reflects the
importance of the city at that time in both Arab and Islamic societies.
From an architectural perspective, the Madrasah exhibits both an architectural beauty and an artistic presence, making it a fitting
subject for study. It has managed to conserve the majority of its original features. Its ornamentation is of a degree of utter accuracy
and perfection rarely found or surpassed by other structures in Jerusalem and Palestine. Indeed, the building has so many decorations
that it can serve as a resource to guide the restoration and maintenance of other similar structures. Despite its significance from both
a historic and architectural perspective, there are very few publications in Arabic about the Madrasah. Most existing volumes duplicate
information originally authored by Mujir al-Din and al-Aref regarding the use and purpose of the building. These books, regretfully, fail
to encompass the full value and importance of the Madrasah.
The methodology used in this study mirrors that used in the publications on al-Madrasah al-Ashrafiyya and Dar al-Aytam al-Islamiyya.
The study consists of two parts. The first part describes the history, documentation, architecture and ornamentation of the structure. It
identifies the building’s name, location, boundaries, functions, endowments, ownership and a biography of the founder. It also provides
a detailed description of the building and its architectural evolution, including the facades, elevations, and the ground and upper floors
as they stand today. The second part of the study describes the preparative studies undertaken by the Welfare Association (Taawon)
and the step-by-step process of the restoration project. In fact, this study differs from previous studies in that it covers a building that

is used for residential purposes. This is the first time the OCJRP has made a study of a residential building and the restoration team
had to take the residents into account during all phases of the restoration work. The impact of the residents on the restoration process,
and also on the building and its architecture in general, is described in the study.
As this study is primarily intended to be an educational and cultural resource, architectural terms are explained and explanatory
footnotes have been added, especially when describing the architectural composition of the building. The study is also supported
by plans and photographs. Care was taken to produce an architectural analysis that employed the correct terminology on a par with
the academic level customary in other such studies. The plans have been carefully tabulated and linked to the text. Finally, the study
includes an annex comprising a list of technical terms, references to al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya in other publications, a brief biography
of the Madrasah’s founder, and a list of the main references and resources used in the study.
The purpose of this study is to raise awareness and respect for the architectural heritage of Jerusalem and to promote the preservation
of these important sites. The authors hope that this will encourage further research on other aspects of the Holy City’s heritage.
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1. Introductory Information
Location and Boundaries
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1 Al-Dawadariyya
2 Al-Turba Al-Awhadiyya
3 Al-Umariyya- Al-Jawiliyya
4 Al-Karimiyya
5 Al-Tankiziyya
6 Al-Aminiyya
7 Al-Fakhriyya
8 Al-Sallamiyya
9 Al-Almalikiyya
10 Al-Farisiyya
11 Al-Tashtamriyya
12 Al-Arghuniyya
13 Al-Is’ardiyya
14 Al-Mahdithiyya
15 Al-Taziyya
16 Al-Manjakiyya
17 Al-Lu’lu’iyya (Outside of studying area)
18 Al-Khatuniyya
19 Al-Baladiyya
20 Al-Hanbaliyya
21 Al-Wafa’iyya
22 Al-Tashtamuriyya
23 Al-Subaybiyya
24 Al-Kamiliyya (Extinct)
25 Al-Basitiyya
26 Al-Ghadiriyya
27 Al-Hasaniyya
28 Al-Uthmaniyya
29 Al-Jawhariyya
30 Al-Muzhiriyya
31 Al-Ashrafiyya
32 Al-Mawrdiyya
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The names of monumental buildings in Jerusalem usually comprised two parts: The first described the function of the building, such
as a madrasah, zawiya, sabil, or khan (see list of terminology in annex). The second part usually referred to the building’s founder.
This was the case for most of the buildings in Jerusalem.7 Nevertheless, some buildings in Jerusalem were attributed more than
one function, either because some functions overlapped, as in the case of madrasah and zawiya, or due to inaccuracies by some
authors. The Madrasah was no different and it had different nomenclatures. It was known as al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya in reference
to its founder Majd al-Din al-Sallami (see below), but was later called Ribat al-Sallamiyya,8 and at other times, al-Zawiya al-Sallamiyya
Al-Kubra.9 In fact, these names differed not only in reference to the building’s function, but also to the founder. At first it had a double
name, al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya al-Mawsiliyya,10 but later it was simply called al-Madrasah al-Mawsiliyya.11

Mamluk School in Jerusalem

1295

Nomenclature of the Madrasah

1291

The al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya forms the south-eastern corner of the conjunction of Bab al-Atm2 with Tariq al-Mujahidin3, and lies
opposite al-Madrasah al-Mu’azzamiyya4 (figure 1). The Madrasah is bounded by two streets: Tariq Bab al-Atm from the west and Tariq
al-Mujahidin from the north. From the east, it is bordered by an extension of al-Khanqah al-Duwaydariyya,5 and to the south, by the
courtyard and cells (khalwa) of al-Khanqah al-Duwaydariyya. These boundaries correspond perfectly with Mujir al-Din’s6 description in
his text: “Al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya is at the Gate of the Glory of the Prophets facing al-Mu’azzammiya, and is next to al-Madrasah
al-Duwaydariyya from the north.” This is a prime location where construction was easy, not to mention its close proximity to al-Aqsa
Mosque. In fact, the combined facades of the Madrasah and al-Khanqah al-Duwaydariyya once offered the most attractive entry and
exit points for al-Aqsa. However, this beauty is no longer visible due to the addition of vaults (both northern and southern) that have
darkened the pathway and hidden the charm of both facades.
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So, was the name al-Mawsiliyya given to the Madrasah or to another building? In other words, were there two separate schools or one
school that had more than one name? Both al-Asali and Burgoyne15 presented similar arguments that al-Sallamiyya and al-Mawsiliyya are
two names for one building. Their arguments are based on the fact that Mujir al-Din never referred to al-Mawsiliyya, while references exist
stating that al-Mawsiliyya was located at the Gate of the Glory of the Prophets, adjacent to al-Madrasah al-Basitiyya. The buildings around

Salamiyya Madrasa

1291

These different names have been noted by researchers. Van Bercham,12 for example, mentioned in 1893 that a popular name for the
site was “Musliyya”, which he believed to be a distortion of the original name of al-Sallamiyya. Burgoyne, on the other hand, thought this
name could have been derived from al-Mawsiliyya.13 The introduction of another name may be attributed to an endowment dedicated
by Majd al-Din Abd al-Malik al-Mawsili and by Sadr al-Din Bin Abdel Malik al-Mawsili, who dedicated a waqf for the poor sufiyyeh. It is
therefore not true that the name al-Mawsiliyya was introduced because the founder, Majd al-Din Abu al-Fida Ismail al-Sallami, originally
came from close to Mosel in Iraq.14 Otherwise, he would have named it al-Mawsiliyya from the beginning instead of al-Sallamiyya.
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Figure 1: Location of the Madrasah and dating of the Mamluk madrasahs in Jerusalem according to Burgoyne (1980)
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al-Basitiyya are well-known as follows: al-Awhadiyya, the Madrasah and al-Duwaydariyya. In addition, Kurd Ali was the only historian who
referred to al-Mawsiliyya in a text, but his description was inaccurate because he stated that the building’s founder was Fakhr al-Din alMawsili. The final argument is that three later waqf manuscripts supporting the original endowment also refer to al-Sallamiyya in their texts.
This researcher believes that these are convincing arguments and agrees with al-Asali and Burgoyne that al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya
or al-Mawsiliyya is indeed one building. Many buildings in Jerusalem were renamed at the end of the Ottoman era and during the
British Mandate. Their new names were often totally different from the original names; corruption within endowments meant that
names were determined without taking into account their origin. At times, the regulations of the endowments were overlooked and
ownership was transferred and established in ways that contradicted the rules. As a result, some buildings came to be named after the
employees or administrators of the endowment and the original names of buildings were entirely forgotten. For example, al-Madrasah
al-Tashtamariyya became known as Dar al-Imam; al-Turba al-Kilaniyya is known as Dar al-Ansari; al-Madrasah al-Arghoniyya is also
known as Dar al-Afifi; al-Khanqah al-Jawhariyya is known as Dar al-Khatib; and al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya (the subject of this study)
came to be known as Dar Jarallah. However, new academic studies published in the early 1980s on historic sites in Jerusalem
prompted the original names of buildings described by Mujir al-Din and in waqf documents (waqfiyyat) to be brought back into use.

10

Original and Current Function of the Building
Architectural plans and the functions described in subsequent
waqfiyyat show that the original function of al-Madrasah alSallamiyya was both educational and cultural. This has been
verified through research into the names of teachers, employees
and the heads of endowments. These names indicate that the
Madrasah performed the duties of teaching and educating in
Jerusalem in a similar way to other Jerusalemite madrasahs
during the Mamluk period. By the end of the Ottoman era, and
as the waqf system became corrupted, the Madrasah was
transformed into a residence for members of the Jarallah family.
It currently still serves as a home for the Jarallah family and other
families living on the ground floor.

Al-Madrasah Al-Sallamiyya

Tariq Bab Al-’Atm

Tariq Al-Mujahdin
South

Bab Al-’Atm

Al-Madrasah Al-Dawadariyya
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Figure 2: Visual Continuity – West Facade

Ownership

14

As with all Jerusalem buildings, al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya is a
public Islamic endowment according to the conditions of the
public waqfiyyat instruments.

Image 1: the band that seems to have been intended to contain a foundational inscription
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Layout of the Madrasah
Al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya has two facades: the north facade onto Tariq al-Mujahidin is of heterogeneous construction, and the west
facade is Mamluk construction. The west facade is the most impressive and is the main entrance to the building. Its most distinctive
decorative features are its joggled voussoirs and muqarnas. The entrance leads to a small square vestibule that opens onto a corridor
leading to an open courtyard. To the south of the entrance vestibule, a corridor leads to the west wing and a staircase. This leads up to a
modest mezzanine floor that once gave access to the roof. The open courtyard is surrounded by cells on its southern, eastern and northern
sides. The western side features a large assembly hall. The building’s south wall features a perfectly constructed and magnificent recessed
wellhead. In the south-east corner of the courtyard, another staircase leads to the roof and to some additions that form the second floor
of the Madrasah. The north part of the courtyard has been partitioned for residential use, along with the other cells and the assembly hall.

2. Historical Background
Identity of the Building
The main facade of the Madrasah has a simple inscription of the Islamic Shahadah:16 “There is no god but God. Muhammad is the
messenger of God”. Like many buildings from the Mamluk period in Jerusalem, there is no inscription of the construction date or name.
Mujir al-Din17 identified the location of the building and several contemporary academics18 affirmed this by transmitting and using his
description of the building. This researcher finds no reason to disagree with the attribution of al-Sallamiyya building, its location and
the boundaries that are described by most researchers.

Determining the Date of Construction
In the absence of any clear inscription or foundation stone, the date of construction of the Madrasah must be deduced from comparison
and inference. It is estimated that the building was constructed around 1338 AD/738 Hijri. Although the main facade to the west
contains a band (figure 2,image 1), that seems to have been intended to contain a foundational inscription, it was never carved for
unknown reasons. The original endowment document for the building has never been found. The issue of the date of construction of
the Madrasah dates back a long time. Mujir al-Din (1521/928) did not examine the history of the building’s endowment, even though
he had access to information as the Sharia judge of Jerusalem. Without any explanation or evidence, Mujir al-Din19 stated that the
building had been founded after 1300/700. This statement by Mujir al-Din was adopted as fact by most of those interested in the
Madrasah.20 Burgoyne21 even suggested 1339-1340/740 as the date of the building’s construction, although he22 then modified the
date to 1338/738 after studying the architectural style and features of the building’s entrance.
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Burgoyne found six architectural and decorative features23 on the west facade of the Madrasah that belong to a specific Cairene
Egyptian repertoire. The first five features are prevalent in Cairene architecture from the beginning of the fourteenth century, but the
sixth feature, the flat stalactite canopy, can be dated more accurately. This is because the earliest parallel to this feature appeared in
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Cairo at the entrance portal of the Mosque of Almas (1330/730). It seems that it did not become widespread as only three other close
parallels have been discovered: at the Mosque of Amir Bashtak (1336/736), the Palace of Bashtak (1337-38/738), and the Palace
of Yushbak built for Emir Qawsun (738/1337). Based on Cairene monuments, a range of dates has been attributed to this feature of
between 1330/730 and 1338/738. Burgoyne therefore suggested24 that the Madrasah was probably built around 1338/738, and after
the flat stalactite canopy had been introduced as a construction feature. For the time being, the arguments provided by Burgoyne are
credible enough not to be rejected until further evidence is discovered to support or correct this assumption.

The Founder
According to Mujir al-Din,25 al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya was built under an original endowment by Khwaja26 Majd al-Din Abu al-Fida
Ismail al-Sallami. He was born in the town of Sallamiyya27 on the east bank of the Tigris some 20-30 km from Mosul in northern Iraq.28
Majd al-Din was born in 1273-1272/671 and died on Wednesday, 6 November 1342 (7 Jumada al-Thani of 743). He lived an active
life in commerce and diplomacy until almost seventy years of age.29
The architectural fabric of al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya, especially the west facade, is impressive due to its elegant decorative and
artistic features. It has been described as one of the most beautiful buildings in Jerusalem built by sultans or the high-ranking princes
of the Mamluk dynasty. It is comparable with other sites such as al-Madrasah al-Ashrafiyya inside the Haram al-Sharif, al-Tankaziyya,
Khanqah al-Duwaydariyya, al-Tashtamariyya, al-Sitt Tanshaq al-Madhfariyya and al-Mazhariyya Castle. The Madrasah may even be
of greater artistic value than many of the other schools attributed to the Mamluk princes of Jerusalem. This is not surprising as its
founder was a prominent figure in the reign of Sultan al-Nasir Muhammad bin Qalawun. As a merchant who imported for the Mamluks,
Majd al-Din was given the name ‘privy purse’ or slave merchant.30 He built his wealth not only through commerce, but also through
his position in the Dawla of al-Nasir Muhammad. This post came with many commercial privileges, concessions and allowances,
sometimes totaling around 150 dirhams a day, in addition to an endowment in the village of Araq in the Baalbek that produced 10,000
dirhams annually, according to the historian al-Safadi. Given that Majd al-Din was wealthy, he could afford to own a castle and land in
Cairo close to Bab al-Nasr (Victory Gate), and on a street named after him: Darb al-Sallami.
Majd al-Din was not only known for his commercial success, but also for his diplomatic activities. He was sent to Cairo as a peace
negotiator with Abu Said, the Ilkhanid ruler. Historical chronicles record several of his visits accompanying Mongol envoys bringing
peace letters to Cairo. He concluded a ten-year and ten-month peace agreement in 1323/723. Al-Safadi said of al-Din’s diplomatic
talent: “I have never seen his like for saying what is felicitous and appropriate”. Majd al-Din met the historian al-Umari31 and was his
informant about Baghdad and Tabriz. His long and prosperous life32 seemed to come to a halt with the death of al-Nasir Muhammad
and he was arrested by Emir Qawsun. Upon his death, Majd al-Din was buried in a mausoleum he had built outside Bab al-Nasr in Cairo.
Although no direct relationship between Majd al-Din and Jerusalem can be was found in the sources and references of his biography,
his wealth and frequent travels within the Mamluk state may have led him to Jerusalem. The city’s religious importance may have
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prompted him to choose it as the ideal location to build a school to win God’s blessings. This would fit with his reputation as a pious
person who liked to perform good deeds, and matches what is now known about this beautifully built structure, the details of its
endowment and mission, and its cultural and religious facets.

Endowment of the School
Given the considerable wealth and status of Majd al-Din, one might presume that he endowed this architecturally significant madrasah
in a generous manner. However, the exact details of the original endowment for its construction are unknown and Mujir al-Din never
examined the original waqf document. Fortunately, the Madrasah was granted various supplementary and generous endowments
in later periods by people from Mosul, the founder’s home town. The first of these dates back to 1434-1435/838 when Sheikh Majd
al-Din Abd al-Malik bin Abi Bakr al-Mawsili33 endowed one third of the income from land in Ni’lin and Jaba’,34 along with the fig and
apricot groves on the al-Salahiyya land in Jerusalem.
The other two-thirds of the income from this land was to go to his descendants, i.e. his children. One male would receive the share
of two girls if the latter were married; if they were not married then the male’s share would equal one female’s share. His condition
was that this would continue on to his grandchildren, and then their offspring and descendants. If they all died, the two-thirds portion
should be divided into quarters and each quarter to be dispensed as follows: the first quarter to the simat (feast) of Hebron; the second
on bread to be distributed in Ribat al-Mansuri; the third quarter on the needy in the al-Salahi Hospital; and the fourth on the Great
Sallamiyya Zawiya35 in Jerusalem and its beneficiaries.
The share endowed to the Madrasah was to be dispensed among eight individuals. One was a sheikh who should instruct six persons
daily in the Madrasah, earning a total of 15 dirhams per month. The six other people were to receive residence for a period of two
years during which they would each receive seven and a half dirhams per month. The eighth person was a Muhaddith (a specialist in
the hadith) who was to recite from the Bukhari hadith collection during the months of Rajab, Sha’ban and Ramadan. He would receive
20 dirhams per month. The remainder of the income was to be spent on the poor of al-Mawsiliyya (the Madrasah) who assembled to
pray for the benefactor (waqif ).
Sheikh Majd al-Din Abd al-Malik Bin Abu Bakr al-Mawsili created a second waqf supported by two plots of agricultural land: one in
Jerusalem (16 carat out of 24) and another near Jerusalem (the full share). The same share and division of income applied, i.e. one third
was directed to the Madrasah and two-thirds to his offspring. What is interesting is the emergence of another name for the Madrasah.
The waqfiyya states: “Majd al-Din Abd al-Malik al-Mawsili endowed two-thirds for his offspring and descendants, and on the Great
al-Sallamiyya al-Mawsiliyya School in Quds al-Sharif in the Gate of the Glory of the Prophets”.
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A third waqf was created by Sadr al-Din bin Ahmad bin Abd al-Malik al-Mawsili, who endowed his offspring and descendants with
a quarter of the village of Bira. If they died out, the benefits would be shared equally between the Zawiya founded by his ancestors
in Damascus and al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya al-Mawsiliyya in Jerusalem at the Gate of the Glory of the Prophets. Some transactions
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were found in the records of the Sharia Court in Jerusalem for the years 1561/968 and 1618/1027 related to another waqf for the
Madrasah, a stable and a shop in Jerusalem.36 The lands of the waqf of al-Sallamiyya al-Mawsiliyya were farmed for the tax year 157778/958 by a Jerusalem resident for 40 gold pieces.37 It is expressly recorded that this income covers the share of the beneficiaries of
the benefactor’s descendants and the share of the Madrasah, whose name had, by now, been changed to al-Mawsiliyya.

Employees and Teachers at the Madrasah
Based on records from the Jerusalem court,38 al-Asali39 stated that the names of many teachers in the Madrasah were recorded during
the 17th to the 19th centuries. Many of them originated from the family of Abu al-Lutf i.e. Jarallah. For example, Muhammad, the Mufti
of al-Hanafiyya, in 1703-1704/1115; Jarallah al-Lutfi was a teacher and administrator of the endowments in 1761-1762/1150; Sheikh
Jarallah al-Lutfi and his brothers Fuad and Abd al-Hai participated in one sixth of al-Mashyakha position in 1826-1827/1242.
Al-Asali concluded that the administrators of the Madrasah and its endowments from the 17th to the 19th century came from the
al-Mawsili family, who endowed the Madrasah with many properties over the years, or those whom the family would entrust from
Damascus to do the work. The Abu al-Lutf family may have begun as either tenants of the endowment’s properties or were surrogates
of the administrator ( mitwali ) of the Madrasah. Later on, they assumed full responsibility for the Madrasah.

Subsequent History: Additions and Restorations
Over the passage of time, the Madrasah building required maintenance and restoration. In 1578/985 a schedule of repairs was carried
out on what was then called al-Mawsiliyya40 at an estimated cost of 4774 paras. The work included three cells adjoining al-Basitiyya,
three apartments ( buyut ) and the main residence.41 The record42 shows that further restoration took place two years later in the spring
of 1578/986 at a cost of 3579 paras, and restoration of the cells43 took place in 1600/1008 at a cost of 2065 paras.
In 1655/1065 Ishaq al-Lutfi (see above) made an important addition that extended the Madrasah’s boundaries to incorporate a
house made as a waqf for a daughter.44 It is clear from the boundaries that this house was built in the vaulting above Bab al-Atm, at
the beginning of the north road that joins Tariq al-Mujahidin. This addition distorted the beauty of the west facade and covered the
upper portion of the three muqarnas windows. It is also responsible for three heavy piers in front of parts of the original west facade.
In addition, some new walls were built in the northern part of the courtyard to create a new residential area. These date back to
approximately the beginning of the second half of the twentieth century.
The British School of Archaeology was interested in al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya and subjected it to an architectural survey as part of a
study on Mamluk Jerusalem. The Islamic Archaeology Unit in the Jerusalem Endowment Department also undertook an architectural
survey of the School in 1982 to document and conserve it. The building was nominated for restoration by the Center for Monuments’
Documentation and Maintenance in Jerusalem. However, restoration was not undertaken again until it was introduced by Taawon at
the beginning of 1990, as discussed in part two of this study.
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3. Architectural Description

The lower section of the north facade

North Facade
The north facade overlooks Tariq al-Mujahidin. Its architectural construction displays considerable diversity in the types and styles of
stone engraving (figure 3, image 2). The facade may be divided into an upper and a lower section

The lower section forms the northern boundary of the Madrasah and is formed from stones with characteristic Crusader diagonal dressing
(image 3, image 4). According to Burgoyne,45 the wall is Crusader and, based on the consistency of the coursing, colour and texture of the
masonry, the stones had not previously been used. Although the stones have few Crusader signs, this claim remains possible. However,
this wall, be it a Crusader construction or a reconstruction, has been subjected to several alterations that have compromised much of
its authenticity. These alterations include an opening for a window to allow light and air into the assembly hall from the northern side. The
window, which dates from the period of the Madrasah’s construction, was set into a shallow pointed-arched recess with a sloping sill in
the Mamluk style (image 5). The window was built in the ablaq decorative style of alternating white and red-brick colours, with inclined
lower architraves46 and an upper straight architrave. The window, crowned by a horseshoe-shaped arch, also features metal grilles.

Image 3: Crusader masonry marks

Image 2: North facade
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Image 4: Crusader masonry marks

Image 5: Mamluk window opened in the north facade
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This window is a unique Mamluk addition to the north facade. Below it, inclining slightly to the east, sits a doorway (image 6) that has
been blocked with irregular stones at some unknown period. Another door (image 7), 23 metres to the east, was opened in 1893,47
but later blocked at an undetermined stage. On a level with the tenth course, the beginning of four stone haunches (image 8) form
four springings for vaults that evidently spanned part of Tariq al-Mujahidin that runs between the Madrasah and al-Mu’azzamiyya. It is
difficult to tell whether the vaulting over the street was demolished prior to the construction or if it was never completed.

Image 8: Upper section of the north facade

The upper section of the north facade

Image 6: Sealed doorway
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Image 7: Doorway previously leading to pathway in the Madrasah

The upper section of the north facade starts on a level with the thirteenth course, where four rectangular windows are visible to provide
light to a corridor behind the wall. Burgoyne proposed that this section of the wall is either Ottoman or modern (figure 3, image 8).
However, since this section does not have any other late Ottoman features48 typical of the architecture of the eighteenth century and
the first half of the nineteenth century, it can be attributed to a period when traditional construction methods were no longer in use.
Thus, this section can probably be traced back to the period after 1850. The eastern part of this section, which used to end with
a pottery mashrabiya (figure 3, Burgoyne, 1987, 301 plate 25.1), was demolished and replaced with a modern construction that
extended over the facade up to its western end. This probably took place after 1985.
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Main West Facade
Introduction
Unlike the north facade, the west facade has many original Mamluk architectural features. Unfortunately, the north section of this
facade was obscured when an additional house was built in 1655/1065, taking the form of a vault spanning the northern entrance of
Tariq al-Atm (image 9). Luckily, the beautiful portal and the parts south of it remain intact as they are located on the only part of Tariq
al-Atm that is open to the sky.
South section of the west facade
This facade (image 10) is 23.13 metres in length and is divided into two unequal lengths by the monumental portal unit, with the
southern point measuring 3.44 metres. It is a plain wall, apart from two small windows on a level with the eleventh masonry course to
admit light and air into the mezzanine staircase that previously provided roof access.

Ottoman

Phase 2

Ottoman opening

Contemporary

Phase 3
Contemporary opening

Stone vault springings

Mamluk opening

Crusader opening
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5

Mamluk- Crusader

Phase 1

10m

Figure 3: North facade

Image 9: The vault blocking the north section of the west facade
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Image 10: South section of the west facade
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North section of the west facade
The northern part measures 13.72 metres and is relieved by three shallow recesses, all evenly spaced, containing the grilled windows
of the assembly hall (figure 2). The window jambs are in red and cream-coloured ablaq and are protected by metal grilles. They feature
both lower inclining sills and straight ones surmounted by a line of beautiful joggled revetment. Each window ends with a number of
muqarnas heads, totaling four tiers of angular muqarnas corbelling with corner heads in the central window (image 11), whereas the
remaining two windows have three tiered curvilinear muqarnas heads (image 11).49
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Figure 4: West facade

Image 11: The three windows in the north part of the west facade
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Monumental Portal

Wooden Doorway of the Portal

The front of the portal measures approximately 6 metres, with a depth of 2.41
metres and a height of 7.80 metres up to the frame moulding surrounding
it from all sides and to the top. The portal extends inwards to frame stone
benches placed on either side of the portal recess (figure 2, image 12). The
portal recess is covered by a system of horizontally developed muqarnas
with finely worked pendent elements. This distinctive work of sculpture art
(image 12) is a crucial element in the dating process of the Madrasah building
(discussed earlier). The portal is constructed in red and cream-coloured50
ablaq up to where the stalactite canopy starts to protrude vertically from the
building. The canopy and all surrounding stonework are constructed from
malaki limestone,51 which over time has taken on an amber tint. Since no
amount of stereotomical ingenuity could keep them in place naturally, some
parts of the muqarnas are tied onto the main structure by iron nails with wide
heads. Even so, some parts of the muqarnas have sagged with time and
now sparrows nest between the stones. As a result, Taawon had to refill and
clean the muqarnas to strengthen their integrity (see part two).

The entrance is an original double wooden portal, each enclosing an elegant iron knocker (ring) (figure 4, figure 5, image 14, image 15,
image 16). The double door is iron plated and the iron bands were fixed with lozenge-shaped heads arranged according to a hexagonal
grid around ribbed headed nails52 at the centre. The heads of the nails are divided into eight gibbous sides. Many of the lozenge heads
and nails were lost, especially those in the lower bands below the knockers. The portal had deteriorated and could not be properly closed
or secured. It urgently required maintenance and restoration: all that survived of the background decoration was two wooden panels
placed on top of each shutter and decorated with geometric shapes.

The recess in front of the portal is paved with a massive slab of reddish
limestone surrounded by a black stone border. The entrance doorway is
surmounted by a lintel fronted with pseudo-voussoirs of ablaq (black and
pale red). The revetment is set approximately four centimetres back from
the surrounding masonry within a narrow frame moulding. The lintel rests
on shoulders decorated with three tiers of muqarnas (image 13). A relieving
arch, separated from the lintel by one course of stonework, is functional in
this case, albeit fronted with pseudo-voussoirs as well. Each side of the
relieving arch encloses a square frame with circular medallions. Inscribed on
the south medallion is: “There is no God but Allah”, and on the north one:
“Muhammad is the Apostle of God”.
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Small arabesque circles and decorations surround the medallion, although
most of those in the north section are either lost or damaged. A sunken
band, intended for a foundational inscription that was never carved, runs
around the portal recess under the stalactite canopy and extends to both
sides, then closes at each end in pointed bow-shaped ansae (image 1, p.9).

Image 12: Monumental portal of the Madrasah

Image 13: A bracket bearing the portal’s lintel

Image 14: The iron plated wooden door

Image 15: Close-up picture of the door ornaments

Image 16: Condition of the door from inside
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Upper Section of the West Facade
It is clear that the upper section of the west facade, sited above the monumental portal, was constructed in two phases because of
the vertical joint in the masonry (figure 6, image 17). This is confirmed by the colour and texture of the masonry. The south structure
incorporates a balcony – luckily the south vault in Bab al-Atm did not extend this far and avoided obstruction of the balcony (image 18).
The balcony is supported by carved brackets. The moulding frame below it is identical to that framing the monumental portal, which is a
strong indication that both are contemporaneous. It appears that this section of the structure underwent many changes over the years,
especially when the southern vault was extended to the balcony and surrounding area. It is probable that remodelling took place on this
section because the small room opening to the balcony is roofed by a shallow domical vault. This feature is generally associated with
buildings in Jerusalem from the Ottoman period. The north section above the entrance portal is dominated by an elaborate window system.
It incorporates a rectangular window, that seems not to be original, and a circular oculus53 window ( qumriyya ) directly above it. In fact, the
triple lunar offers a clue as to the date of construction of this section since there are only two other examples54 of this feature in Mamluk
architecture in Jerusalem: one at al-Basitiyya School (1431/834) adjacent to the Madrasah, and one at al-Hasaniyya School (1434/837).
Both structures date from the fourth decade of the fifteenth century. Parts of this section date back to that period, which means that
almost a century separates the period between building the entrance and the addition of the section above it. Again, this is only a tentative
conclusion because the structure has undergone several alterations and cycles of remodelling. The stone-paved dome appears to be from
the Ottoman period as it has no drum, but simply rises directly from the adjoining roof. Presumably, the most recent changes took place
after 1985, when a third window was built at the far end of the northern corner, surmounting two other windows (compare figure 2 with
image 17). It is believed that this took place during the same period of construction as that of the west section of the upper north facade.

Figure 5: Ornaments on the entrance portal
Image 17: Upper section of the west facade
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Image 18: Cross vault covering the south of Tariq al-Atm
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Ground Floor
Entrance vestibule:
The entrance doorway leads into a lofty cross vaulted vestibule (1 in figure 7) beautifully constructed in dressed stone similar to the one
in the courtyard. A stone bench runs around the north and east walls of the vestibule. The floor is level with the paving of the portal’s
recess and a monolithic red sill 12 centimetres high separates the two. Its ceiling is covered by finely worked stone vaulting (image 19)
and natural light comes from a small window opened up in the east wall overlooking the courtyard.
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Figure 6: architectural elements in the west facade

Image 19: The entrance vestibule
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Passage leading to the courtyard

Plans With Addition

From the southern side of the vestibule, a pointed arch opens into a short tunnel-vaulted passage (2 in figure 7) leading east into the
courtyard. A door opening in the south wall of this passage belongs to a small cell lit by a slit window at the south-west corner of the
courtyard (4A in figure 7). This is annexed to the cell located to the east of it by removing the wall between them (4B in figure 7). To the
west of the previous cell, a door leads to a compartment (3 in figure 7) that is dark due to the absence of openings or windows, and
which lies at the foot of a staircase used to access the roof of the Madrasah through the mezzanine floor.

Plans Without Addition

N

Courtyard
The courtyard extends from south to north with a rectangular shape. Despite some dilapidation and architectural additions, it still
maintains its beauty thanks to its original flooring paved with various shapes, sizes and colours (image 20). The plan shows the
arrangement of twelve cells around three sides of the courtyard: three on the south side (4A, 4B, 5, 6 in figure 7); six cells on the east
wall (7-12 in figure 7); and three on the north (13-15 in figure 7). The assembly hall occupies the west side. Each cell has the usual
pointed-arch doorway with a slit window above, apart from the door of the annexed cell in the south-west corner, which has been
converted into a window and paired with a similar window located to the east. The staircase leading to the second floor, an Ottoman
addition, completely blocks the cell door (9 in figure 7) and partly blocks another (10 in figure 7).
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Figure 7: Historical Evolution

Image 20: Courtyard at the Madrasah
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Rectangular vestibule in the north-east corner
The doorway into the rectangular corridor (image 21) at the northern
corner of the courtyard is different from the doors of the cells. It is
larger and spanned by a flat lintel surmounted by a relieving arch.
A slit window above the relieving arch has a small trefoil head. The
doorway entrance has been made smaller in size by piles of stone
rubble placed in it. Other sills were inserted below the original sills.

Image 21: The doorway leading to the corridor

The corridor (16 in figure 7 ) runs northwards for about two metres
before turning east, where it is lit by three high windows (in the
north facade). These windows also bring light and air into this
strange dark corridor. The corridor was, and still is, piled high with
rubble and passing through it is only possible by crouching in the
confined space under the vault itself. The corridor ends at a door
that is blocked at the end of the north-east facade, which used
to open to Tariq al-Mujahidin. This door once led to a passage
that ran through to a vestibule in the Madrasah’s courtyard from
outside (figure 3, image 7). The homogeneity of construction
between the north facade and the corridor illustrates that the
two were most likely contemporaneous, according to Burgoyne.
This assumption is acceptable since the corridor is of a unique
design. It is as if it existed earlier and was later imposed on the fine
composition of al-Sallamiyya. The corridor’s simple function as a
passage makes its neglect understandable: by shutting the door,
the corridor lost its purpose and can only serve as a storage room.

The wellhead ends with a pointed arch made of seven voussoirs
surrounded by a moulded frame that rises slightly above the level
of the recessed voussoirs. Directly behind the arch, there is a small
stone vault (image 23). This little vault springs from three points: the
center of the rear wall of the recess, and the integral springing points
of the pointed arch. A triangular vaulting pattern is therefore formed
and encloses a hexagonal cupola with a central pendent muqarnas
element. This is identical to the cupola over the inner porch built around
1307-1308/707, as noted by Burgoyne.55 A moulding frame runs
around the well’s three walls on a level with the course of stonework
supporting the centres of the arch. This forms the start of the points on
which the triangular canopy of the spring stands. The recess’s ground
is paved with stone. The wellhead itself is rectangular and stands at the
south-east corner at around 25cm above the level of the surrounding
ground (image 24). The magnificence of the recess was disfigured by
the infiltration of polluted water from cement used to build a recent
addition, which was supported by iron beams on the south wall of the
courtyard. Graffiti on the sides of the well and the blocking of the doors
of the cells located to the east with cement also disfigured the view. The
walls of the courtyard had been subjected to several ad hoc additions
and desperately needed cleaning and maintenance of the stone and
cells, most of which were closed. The fabric of the building was falling
into disrepair due to humidity and inadequate ventilation (image 25).

Image 23: Details of the wellhead vault

Recess and wellhead

Image 22: The wellhead recess
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In the center of the south wall of the courtyard stands a tall recess
housing a wellhead (5 in figure 7). The well, which used to provide
the Madrasah’s residents with water, is no longer used as it was
replaced with modern water pipes. In common with most buildings
in Jerusalem, the Madrasah has a second well situated in its
courtyard. In any case, this original well remains an architectural
attraction due to its perfection and harmony of design (image 22).

Image 25: Dilapidation of the south wall of the courtyard

Image 24: Wellhead in the Madrasah
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West wall of the courtyard and the assembly hall
The west wall of the courtyard houses three arched recesses that end with a pointing vault.
A window hole was opened in each recess to allow light to enter into the assembly hall.
With the addition of three windows in the west facade, the room should have been welllit, but the closure of most of the six windows had reduced the level of light significantly.
A double vault added directly in front of the north wall of the courtyard (figure 7, figure 8)
is not dated but can be traced to the Ottoman period. Each vault opens to the courtyard
with a pointing arch, which not only conceals the cells of the northern wall (image 27),
but also both the north and central recesses of the three openings in the west wall of
the courtyard (image 26). The southern recess remained unobscured until a cement
addition built after 1985 that covered its lower section, leaving the upper portion of
the window. The three recesses have relatively simple decorations, less costly than
those in the west facade. This decoration consists of one course of ablaq joggling
over the window lintel and ablaq window jambs. The central recess in the west wall
houses the entrance door and is somewhat wider than the flanking recesses to the
north and south. However, it seems that all three recesses rose to the same height. A
wall now divides the assembly hall into two (figure 6), and the window in the northern
recess has been converted into a second door for the assembly hall. The floor of the
assembly hall is one metre higher than the courtyard. Its ceiling is vaulted in three
bays, with an octagonal stone cupola at the crown of the central folded cross vault.
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Image 26: West wall of the Madrasah courtyard
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Figure 8: The south-western wall of the courtyard
Image 28: Staircase leading to the roof and the additions forming the second floor
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Image 27: Two Iwans and new additions in the north wall
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Mezzanine Floor 56
The mezzanine floor of al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya is situated to the south of the monumental portal. It is a simple floor plan, consisting
of a staircase used to access the roof through a three-flight staircase around a central core. The staircase’s ceiling is covered by
a rising tunnel vault over the southern line of cells. It is badly lit as there are only two slit windows in the north part of the west
facade. Some light does filter down from an open doorway at the end of the floor where the third flight is located. The mezzanine
room and the staircase leading to it are both badly lit. However, the purpose of this floor and staircase is to provide access to the
roof and the rooftops of the surrounding cells. In addition, it provides access to the room with the balcony in the western facade.

The Second Floor Added to the Madrasah Building
As described earlier, like other buildings in Mamluk Jerusalem, the Madrasah has undergone several additions since its founding and
up to nearly the end of the 20th century. These additions are not original, i.e. they do not belong to the original fabric of the building and
are not considered as original or belonging to the main architectural fabric. The first of these additions dates back to 1655/1065 with
the addition of a house by Isaac al-Lutfi for his daughter. This house is the vault found above the initial portion of Tariq al-Atm from the
north that intersects with Tariq al-Mujahidin. Another addition is not dated, although it coincides with the construction of two iwans in
the courtyard and a staircase. The roof of the iwans became an open yard.
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The privilege of having a special team sent from Cairo may have been a favour from the Sultan. This is highlighted by literary sources,
which include many references to Sultan al-Nasir Muhammad Bin Qalawun’s frequent contributions, including builders and architects,
and the buildings of his princes.60 The status of Majd al-Din al-Sallami and his close relationship with the Sultan makes it possible that
he also benefitted from such privileges. Even if this were not the case, the researcher believes that Majd al-Din’s wealth and extended
social network would permit him to bring a team from Cairo. Whether the Sultan was involved or the building was financed and initiated
by Majd al-Din himself, the Madrasah is the only Bahri Mamluk building in Jerusalem that has Cairene architectural and decorative
features. Later, during the Circassian or Burji dynasty, Cairene architectural and decorative features were included in the architectural
fabric of three buildings: al-Ribat al-Zamani (1476/881), al-Mazhariyya School61 (1480/885) and al-Ashrafiyya School62 (1482/887). The
latter has historic certificates that a team from Cairo came to build it.
The arrival of architects from outside Palestine to construct buildings in Jerusalem was common during the Mamluk dynasty and
continued through the Ottoman era,63 particularly during the 16th century. This does not imply that no local skills and architects were
involved,64 but their skills remained humble compared with builders in large cities such as Cairo, Damascus, Aleppo and Istanbul.

A quick look at the additional upper second floor reveals that it consists of several units, some established on the west wall of the
first floor, others on the north wall, and one section on the south-west corner of the courtyard. The patterns on the window and
ceiling decorations reflect features of the late Ottoman period of the 18th century. Some structures have no clear characteristics and
are plain with no decorations or particular architectural demarcation. Some contain many new cement additions that date from the
late 20th century. To provide a more comprehensive and accurate description, a field visit needs to be carried out57 to examine these
additions. Comprehensive photographic and engineering surveys are recommended for additional information regarding this section
of the building.

Influence of Mamluk Construction Traditions in Cairo on the Madrasah
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The decorative and architectural patterns described above are similar to those found in the Mamluk architecture of Cairo, Egypt,58
making it possible to date the school. Several of these features were found on the west facade but rarely in the rest of the building,
whether in the interior or on the north facade. Some Syrian patterns are visible in the Madrasah and elsewhere in other historic
buildings in Jerusalem. Examples include the pointed arched recesses, the ceiling pattern in the assembly hall and the little muqarnas
cupola over the wellhead recess in the south wall. As a result, Burgoyne59 concluded that the construction of the Madrasah may have
been undertaken by two teams: a local Syrian team who built the interior, and a team of Egyptian specialists sent from Cairo to erect
the west facade.
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[1] See the references for other Welfare Association publications. (Al-Madrasah al-Ashrafiyya, Center for Restoration of Islamic Manuscripts, Yusuf al-Natsheh &
Shadya Touqan, the Technical Office in the Old City of Jerusalem Revitalization Programme, Welfare Association, Jerusalem, 2011. Development and restoration

of Dar al-Aytam al-Islamiyya in the old city of Jerusalem, Yusuf al-Natsheh & Shadya Touqan, the Technical Office in the Old City of Jerusalem Revitalization
Programme, Welfare Association, Jerusalem, 2011.

[2] One of the gates to al-Aqsa Mosque in the north wall, located between Bab Hutta from the east and Bab al-Ghawanmeh from the west. This gate had many
names, the most well-known is Bab Sharaf al Anbiya (Gate of the Glory of the Prophets). Other names include Bab al Duwaydariyya, Bab al Mu’azzamiyya, and

Bab al-Malik Faisal. Burgoyne suggested calling it “Kenyon’s Gate”. It is probable that Khalifah Abdel Malik bin Marwan was the founder of this gate and that it
was restored by King al-Mu’azzam Issa. The gate was originally designed to have three openings, but two were sealed when the Khanqah al-Duwaydariyya was
established in 1295/695. Today, only one opening remains, above which an arched vault has been built. For more information see: Van Berchem, 1927: 82-84,
no.162; Burgoyne, 1987: 104; Burgoyne, 1992: 113; Hawari, 2007: 137-139, no.1.

[3] Tariq al-Mujahidin starts from Bab al-Asbat (Lion’s Gate) from the east to Tariq al-Wad from the west. It was previously known as the road of Bab Sitt Mariam
and Tariq al-Saraya al-Kadima. Its western part currently constitutes the start of the Via Dolorosa.

References of Part One

[4] It is known as al-Madrasah al-Hanafiyya and was established by King al-Mu’azzam Issa al-Ayyubi. For more about this school see: Al-Asali, 272-280, 1981; Van
Berchem: 146-160, 2007; Hawari, 170-171, 1927.

[5] For more about this Khanqah, see: Burgoyne, 1987: 154-166.
[6] Mujir al-Din, 1973, Part 2: 42.
[7] Some Mamluk buildings were called Makan in their foundation documents because they constituted a large architectural complex with more than one mission.
Examples of this are al-Tankaziyya School and al-Tashtamariyya School. See: Van Berchem, 1923: 295; Kessler, C. in Burgoyne, 1987: 460 and 465; Burgoyne,
1987: 223.

[8] The name was found in the property inventory plea of a lady residing in Ribat al-Sallamiyya in 1576/984 (register 57, 57), copied from Burgoyne, 1987: 307,
note no.13.

[9] Al-Asali, 1981: 246.
[10] The second waqfiyya of Majd al-Din Abdel Malik al-Mawsili. (For details, see Endowments of the School), al-Asali, 1981: 245.
[11] Al-Asali, 1981: 244.
[12] Van Berchem, 223, note 1.
[13] Burgoyne, 1987: 301.
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[14] No author, Manarat Maqdisiyya, 2010: 71.
[15] Al-Asali, 1981: 246, 301; Burgoyne, 1987.
[16] Van Berchem, 1923, no. 71: 221-223.
[17] Mujir al-Din, 1973, Part 2: 42.
[18] Of whom we mention: Al-Aref, 1961: 201, 243; al-Asali, 1981: 242-247; Abed al-Mahdi, 1981, Part 2: 242-2147; Najem & others, 1983: 163-164; al-Dabagh,

1991, Part 9, S2: 265; Kurd Ali, no date, P6: 121; al Shafi’i & others, 1971: 14. Of western authors we mention: Van Berchem, 1923: 221-223; Burgoyne, 1987:
299-307; Meinecke, 1992, II: 91, Bieberstein and Bloedhorn, 1994, III: 101-101.

[19] Mujir al-Din, 1973, Part 2: 42. « I did not look at the study of its endowment, but it appears to be after the seven hundreds ».
[20] See footnote 17.
[21] Burgoyne, 1980: 41.
[22] Burgoyne, 1987: 307.
[23] These were: Tall rectangular window recesses with muqarnas heads and inclining sills; an angular muqarnas system; the sunken panel or “inscription band”
extending around the façade with ansa and palmette terminals; the recessed door lintel with joggled revetment; the roundels on either side of the relieving arch over
the lintel; and the flat stalactite canopy.
[24] Burgoyne, 1987: 307.
[25] Mujir al-Din, 1973, Part 2: 42.
[26] Khwaja is a Persian word with several meanings: teacher, author, sheikh, mister, but mostly used for merchants. Jerusalemites also used it to refer to a foreign

man. The term Khwaja was used as a surname in the Muslim world, sometimes preceding first names. During the Mamluk era, it was used by foreign merchants

including Persians. It was used in the Al-Insha’ study by adding the two Arabic letter  يand  كto become Khawajki. This also applies in Persian. For more on this
surname, see: Al-Pasha, 1989: 279-280.

[27] The name was found in the Mu’jam of Yaqout al-Hamawi (1977, Part 3: 234), stating the conquest of a large village in the periphery of Mosul on the east bank

of the Tigris. It was noted to be the biggest and most beautiful village in Mosul, filled with vineyards, palm trees and groves. It had several hammams, a qaysariyya
for fine linen, a mosque and minaret.
[28] Al-Maqrizi, 1987, 2: 43.
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[29] He was referred to in several books, including al-Duwadari, 1960, Part 9: 312-313; al-Safadi, 2000, Part 9: 132-133; al-Maqrizi, 1997, Part 3: 59, 63, 106, 195,
326-327, 332, 363; al-Maqrizi, 1987, Part 2: 43; Ibn Hajr al-Asqalani, no date, Part 1: 381-382. For more details see the biography of al-Majd al-Sallami derived
from these books in the annex.

[30] i.e. the Sultan’s merchant, here the Sultan al-Nasir Muhammad bin Qalawun.
[31] Burgoyne, 1987: 300.
[32] For more details, see annex 2.
[33] Burgoyne, Sijil shar’i 522, 20, date 1547/954 (cited by al-Asali, 1981: 245); Ibshirli & Tamimi, 1982: 33 (Diftir 522), Burgoyne, 1987: 299 (Note that Burgoyne
dated the waqf as 1427/871).

[34] Two villages in the West Bank, Palestine.
[35] Burgoyne wondered (Burgoyne, 1987: 307, Note 13) whether the Great Sallamiyya Zawiya referred to in the waqfiyya was a separate institution or part of

the main school; he said that he did not know. The name probably refers to the al-Sallamiyya building; the different names (school, Zawiya, Ribat) derive from the
waqfiyyat and hujaj and do not imply a change in function or site. This applies to all architecture in Jerusalem, most of which carry a variety of nomenclatures.
[36] Record 40 249, Record 100, 401, 301, 1987, Burgoyne. This might be one of the elements of the first original

waqf of Majd al-Din al-Sallami.

[37] Record 58: 468.
[38] Court sijjil no. 201, 284, 244, 312 (pages not listed by Asali).
[39] Al-Asali, 1981: 247.
[40] Record 58, 69, 301, Burgoyne, 1987.
[41] It can safely be presumed that this means the assembly hall on the ground floor.
[42] Record 58, 395
[43] Record 80, 338.
[44] Record 151, 30, 301, Burgoyne, 1987.
[45] Burgoyne, 1987: 301.
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[46] The angle of the incline is approximately 45 degrees.

[60] Burgoyne, 1987: 307.

[47] Van Berchem, 1920, planches (plates) , xIiii; Burgoyne, 1987: 307, note 30.

[61] More on al-Ribat al-Zamani and al-Mazhariyya School in Burgoyne, 1987: 572-579.

[48] Examples of some of these features: An octagonal star opening on top of the façades; double windows; al-hajib arch; flying piers and shallow domes with

[62] More on al-Ashrafiyya in Burgoyne, 1987: 589-605; Natsheh and Touqan, 2011, pasium.

sporadic markings on them.

[49] Muqarnas are an architectural ornamented vaulting in which the upper part projects over the lower one, lined next to each other in the form of a squinch,

cupola or corbel (Amin & Ibrahim 1990: 113). Only a specialist can differentiate between the types of muqarnas by identifying differences in the details of the links
between the cells and at the end of the muqarnas cell. For instance, the angular muqarnas, known as the Shami or Halabi (Aleppo), has an ending similar to an arch

[63] For more on architects coming to Jerusalem to contribute in Ottoman projects, see Natsheh, 2000, Part I: 621-624.
[64] One prominent local architect was from the al-Nimri family, and also al-Natsheh (Natsheh, 2000, Part I: 624-628) who contributed to five generations of
Ottoman Jerusalem architecture. See also Atallah, 2000: 159-162.

or small round vault. The curvilinear muqarnas, known as the Baladi or Arabi, has an ending the shape of a sharper, broken arch and similar to a small triangle with
equal sides like a pediment. According to Burgoyne (Burgoyne, 1987: 302), the angular muqarnas in the Madrasah is the only known occurrence in Bahri Mamluk
Jerusalem architecture and is a valuable clue in the dating process.

[50] White that turns into a pale yellow similar to the color of yellow cheese.
[51] Malaki stone is limestone with a composition suitable for shaping ornamentation. It interacts with weathering to become a yellowish-reddish color. It was named
Malaki because many sultans and kings used it for their constructions.

[52] The nail secures the structure. The nail’s head is a dome, which usually protrudes outward in a pleasant decorative shape.
[53] A term used to indicate a type of upper opening: lunar, round, a rectangular vault or a square. The lunars are placed in groups of either three (two rectangular

surmounted by a round lunar, called “Shanad”, which means three) or in groups of six (three rectangular surmounted by three round ones called “Dast” lunars);
sometimes the lunar is called solar. See Amin & Ibrahim, 1990: 90-91.
[54] Burgoyne, 1987: 307, note 35.
[55] Burgoyne, 1987: 305, 387, plate. 35.3.
[56] The researcher was unable to enter the upper floors so relied on the description of Burgoyne, 1987: 306.
[57] The author expressed his wish to carry out a field visit and photography on one of the upper floors to a resident of the Jarallah family. Despite initial sympathetic
approval, the visit was not achieved. Part two of the study discusses the architectural survey of the building and the complete plans are provided in the annex.
[58] See above under Date of Construction and its footnotes.
[59] Burgoyne, 1987: 307.
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This second part of the study presents a detailed overview of the work implemented during the project for the restoration and
rehabilitation of al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya. It describes why this building was selected for restoration and the philosophy of restoration
implemented by Taawon. Also, the methodology described below provides useful information for researchers and specialists looking
to implement similar projects.
With generous support from the Islamic Development Bank, the project was implemented in 2004 by the Welfare Association (Taawon)
– Old City of Jerusalem Revitalization Programme (OCJRP) - in partnership and coordination with the Department of Endowments,
Islamic Affairs and Holy Sites (Awqaf ).

1. Project Background and Motives of Nomination of al-Sallamiyya
OCJRP selected al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya as a high priority for academic and architectural consideration because of its unique
characteristics. Unlike most of the madrasahs in Jerusalem founded by princes and sultans, the Madrasah’s founder was a rich
merchant from Mosul in Iraq, making it a civil non-official institution. The founder’s wealth enabled him to create an outstanding building
comprising original decorative and architectural features worthy of care and maintenance. The original plans of the building reflect the
models of the Mamluk period. In addition, the Madrasah has played a pioneering role in cultural movements and academic progress in
Jerusalem over the centuries. It is also of significant for its strategic location, as with most Mamluk schools in Jerusalem, a few metres
from one of the gates of al-Aqsa Mosque.

Image 29: Deterioration of new additions inside the building

Image 30: Interior tiles prior to restoration

Image 31: Infrastructure prior to restoration (electrical wiring)

Image 32: Sewerage prior to intervention

It was clear from the research for this study that the Madrasah ceased to perform the cultural and academic tasks for which it was
originally built. This probably occurred at the end of the Ottoman reign. The building was converted into crowded residential housing
for some six families from the Jarallah clan on the upper floor, in addition to three families occupying the ground floor. This change in
function triggered alterations and additions that disfigured the building’s layout and its architectural fabric. Most of these changes were
undertaken in the courtyard and upper floor after 1967, and notably from 1985 onwards. This was not only detrimental to safeguarding
the authenticity of the building, but also caused material disrepair due to lack of maintenance and reparation works. Problems included
the infiltration of water and rain, structural deterioration, the destruction of some muqarnas, the main door falling into disrepair and the
discolouring of stones. Above all, the building was not a healthy environment in which to live.
It was these conditions that attracted the attention of Taawon and the Department of Islamic Waqf and the decision was taken to give
the building the care and maintenance it deserves. The technical office at Taawon worked hard to raise the funding needed for the
project and staff prepared a comprehensive study of the building (image 29, image 30, image 31, image 32).
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2. Project Philosophy

4. Project Stages and Components

The project to restore al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya was based on a robust vision by specialized professionals from local and international
organisations with years of experience and expertise. The main goal of this vision is to conserve the original architectural and decorative
features of the historic building, while trying to eliminate any non-traditional and modern materials imposed on the building that are
not worthy of conservation. The project’s philosophy was to conduct an exhaustive study of the building as a single architectural unit
that forms part of the visual landscape of the Holy City; its varied architectural features represent the architectural character of the
City and its urban development.

The project for the restoration of al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya in the Old City
was implemented by Ta’awon through a series of stages, as was the case
with the projects implemented previously. Some stages were completed
simply and rapidly, while others proved to be more complicated and timeconsuming. The key elements of the project were as follows:
•

The selection phase, obtaining initial authorization and raising funding.

Throughout the project’s implementation, a balance was maintained between the use of traditional methods and new, modern methods
of restoration for historic buildings. This was achieved by referring to local expertise and exploring international skills applied in heritage
sites worldwide. For repairs to the west facade, it was vital to seek Italian expertise from the Venice Institute. All decisions about
methods of restoration were based on an architectural study of the building and its history, as detailed in the first part of this study.

•

Preparation of studies, which comprised:

The harsh reality of people’s need for shelter amidst difficult conditions and high living costs made it imperative to find a reasonable,
albeit limited, balance between conserving the architectural heritage of the building and maintaining the residents within the Old City
despite the daily pressures imposed on them by the Israeli occupation.

3. Project Objectives
The major objective of the project is linked to the general vision and strategic plan of the OCJRP: to balance the conservation of the
historic and architectural heritage of Jerusalem with support for the resilience of the Old City’s residents. The project objectives are:
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•

To preserve the authenticity and integrity of the Madrasah in line with international standards, enabling it to survive and continue
to serve its existing users and future generations.

•

To enable the residents to remain resilient by improving their living conditions and refurbishing the infrastructure, with focus on
sewage, electricity, water supplies, etc.

•

To train local staff to look after historic sites, especially as international expertise had to be sourced for stone cleaning and
restoration of the facade.

•

To resolve the accumulated problems present in the building through proven methods that can serve as a model for similar projects
in future.

•

Accumulate a detailed database about the building, its founder, significance to Jerusalem, and the building’s architectural and
decorative features.

a. An architectural/historical study.
b. A detailed survey and documentation of the building’s units and
elements.
c. A social survey and study of residents’ needs.
d. A structural and physical study, including an evaluation of damages
and drawing up a plan of activities.
•

Proposals for the tender and project implementation.

•

Training and capacity building for a group of craftsmen, technicians and
engineers.

Image 33: Use of rooms in al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya

These elements both intersected and complemented each other. Activities
were sometimes implemented in parallel, and sometimes consecutively,
depending on the circumstances and requirements.

Image 35: A resident of the Madrasah building

Image 34: Training of a local team on the west facade
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5. Methodology for the Restoration and Rehabilitation of al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya
Relationship with partners
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Nomination and selection
The Taawon Technical Office for the Revitalization of the Old City of Jerusalem nominated al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya for restoration
for several key reasons, cited earlier. The next step was to approach the Department of Islamic Waqf, the supervisory body for
endowments, through meetings and official letters to obtain initial agreement to restore the Madrasah, which was originally a public
endowment. As the building is currently residential, the views of the residents regarding the restoration had to be taken into account:
evidently, they felt strongly that their building should be restored.

Cell 19: Internally divided.

800
380

31
32
1490

The OCJRP technical office in Taawon consistently shares the process of the restoration of historic buildings with all stakeholders.
In this particular project, Taawon’s partners comprised the Department of Islamic Waqf and its various bodies (the directorate of
construction, directorate of tourism and monuments at Waqf), the residents of the building, the study team, local and foreign experts,
and the executive contractor. For any restoration project to succeed, it is vital to incorporate the participation of all stakeholders,
especially the primary beneficiaries (in this case the residents). This required a great deal of patience, effort and coordination between
all parties. The OCJRP technical office exerted tremendous efforts to establish the appropriate contacts and make arrangements to
host local and international experts to assist with the project.
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The team from the OCJRP Technical Office then conducted field visits to the site. The building turned out to have several accumulated
problems: physical deterioration such as the accumulation of salts, damp, humidity, the use of cement plastering and pointing, the
introduction of many concrete additions, and the replacement of the original coloured tiles on the upper floors. It was clear that the
Madrasah needed urgent technical interventions to prevent further deterioration in the original architectural features. The OCJRP
raised funds for the project and was granted funding for the restoration project from the Islamic Development Bank.

First Floor Plan
0

Figure 9: Geometric Analysis
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20 m

Preparation of Studies and Surveys
A. Study of the Building’s History and Architectural Evolution
An expert in the architectural history of Jerusalem, Dr. Yusuf al-Natsheh, was selected to prepare the study of the building’s history and
location. This study formed the foundations on which the subsequent architectural interventions were determined.
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The overview of the history and architecture covered in part one of this study is a vital aspect of any restoration project to ascertain
the evolution and significance of the building. It identifies the background to the building, its authenticity, its distinctive architectural
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and decorative features, and the building’s relationship with the surrounding environment and society. The detailed historical study
provided answers to questions about the date of construction, the purpose of the building, the founder and his links with Jerusalem,
the cultural and social role played through history, the endowments and any additions undertaken throughout the building’s evolution.
It was also important to study the elements of construction, ornamental decorations, inscriptions, on what basis they were planned
and their origins to ensure that appropriate decisions were taken to preserve the building’s beauty. Evidently, the change of the
building’s function from educational and cultural to residential had a clear impact on the building’s deterioration both structurally and
physically, leading to the demise of some of its key architectural elements.
B. Survey of the Entire Building
A survey was conducted in parallel with an architectural study. An expert team from the Technical Office conducted architectural
surveys of the entire building and examined all architectural features in meticulous detail. Architectural plans were then drawn up for
the ground, first and second floors1 (figures 11 and 12) prior to restoration, followed by plans showing the designs for development.
The cadastral and engineering surveys were used to identify the precise requirements for the Madrasah’s restoration and to prepare
a document calling for tenders for engineering and restoration work. The Al-Ruwwad engineering firm was commissioned to conduct
an electrical and mechanical design for the building under the supervision of the Technical Office. Assistance was sought from Italian
experts for the restoration of facades.
C. Social Survey and Study of Residents’ Needs
The social study and survey of residents’ needs was a lengthy, but essential, process that enabled daily living requirements to be
ascertained (figure 13). The families were unable to move out during the restoration period, even for a short time. This meant that
the team had to find a suitable arrangement to complete work while respecting the residents’ presence throughout the project
implementation.
Figure 10: Documentation of ablaq stone over the main portal prior to restoration
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It was difficult to reach a compromise and agreement on restoration work with all residents because their interests and wishes sometimes
conflicted with criteria for the conservation of architectural heritage. In one example where conflict arose, lengthy discussions took
place regarding the main portal in the west facade, the most outstanding part of the building and representing original features of
Mamluk architecture. Residents requested that the portal be replaced with a modern door that could be secured against intruders,
whereas Taawon wished to restore this original historic portal. Another conflict of interest emerged regarding the brick roof that
residents sought to convert to cement casting. This incident raised controversial archaeological questions related to the period that
the bricks had been laid: should that architectural period in Jerusalem be conserved or not? In these cases, any alterations could have
required official authorisation from bodies whose policies differ from those of Taawon.
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Figure 11: Example of the detailed architectural survey of the building (Ground floor)
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Figure 12: Example of the detailed architectural survey of the building (Roof)
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D. Structural Study, Evaluation of Damage and Proposed Solutions
Following the historical and architectural study, the work team prepared the structural and physical study and divided up the work
required, starting with the external structure and moving on to internal areas as follows:
1. The Main West Facade

N

Currently closed room
Waqf G.A family

A.G. family house

Q.house

The significance, authenticity and intricate detail in the west facade, which was also the most damaged part of the building,
led to the decision to separate the restoration of this facade from the rest of the building. The OCJRP communicated with
international experts and finally contracted the Instituo Veneto Peri Beni Culturali in Venice, Italy to document the damage to
the facade and oversee its restoration.

S.G. house

K.house
S.G. house

Vestibule

S.A. house

S.A. house

During the study, photogrammetry was carried out on all parts of the facade to diagnose the problems faced and decide on
the most appropriate solutions.
Following a number of field visits, the work team concluded that the decay and dilapidation apparent in the facade had resulted
from the function of the building being altered from cultural use to a crowded residence. This change of use had led to the
introduction of new elements that were detrimental to the appearance of the facade: electrical wiring, sewage extensions,
reinforcement bars (rebar) for structural support and the replacement of traditional stone with new metal or cement ones. The
greatest damage to the facade had been caused by the use of large quantities of cement in plastering and grouting work. The
main signs of decay and defects in the facade were as follows:

Ground Floor Plan

First Floor Plan

S.G. house
A.G. house
Z.G.house
S.A. house
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•

Accumulation of salt crystals on the three lower courses of stonework due to water leakage (figure 14).

•

Accumulation of air pollution of different origins and composition, especially in areas not exposed to rain, in addition to
carbon particles from hydrocarbon combustion and fires lit near to the building (figure 15).

•

Black crust and sulphate residues. (figure 16).

•

Development of microcracks due to the growth of algae, musk and patina between the pores of stones. These allow water
to infiltrate, causing deterioration to the surface of the stones (figure 17).

•

Formation of a greyish layer on the surface of black stonework courses due to sun exposure. This layer had been damaged
by rust and paint and it was essential to treat it.

S.G. house

Second Floor Plan
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Figure 13: Division of space per family
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•

Concentration of salt crystals in the pores of red stones causing serious detachment, breakage and cracks in several
stones to varying degrees (figure 18).

•

The use of cement mortar to replace some aesthetic masonry that had a structural function. It is a general conclusion that
the use of cement in new openings, in the mortar, in the lower part of facades and close to the foundations, was a key
element that damaged the facades. The stones deteriorated because water and salts drew up from the ground due to
capillary action (figure 19).

•

Defects were not only caused by natural factors, but also by adverse human intervention. Traces of paint and colouration
were found inside the pores of masonry, even after attempts to treat it chemically.

•

Tests revealed that several areas had been affected superficially from fires close to the facade. Burning not only affects the
masonry and facade’s appearance, but also the structural composition of the materials (figure 20).

•

Poor quality and inappropriate metal joints had been used to fix and structurally support the muqarnas, causing metal
corrosion with detrimental effects to the structure of the building and to the solidity of the portal’s cupola. The muqarnas
pendants showed signs of degradation and very heavy peeling and corrosion of the sides was apparent (figure 21).

•
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Image 36: Humidity and salts in the west facade

Image 37: Black crust and sulphates on west facade

Image 38: Cement filling and black crust on exterior facades prior to restoration

Image 39: Paint, colouring and burns on west facade

The facade is composed of six types of stone of different composition and sources: limestone and sandstone of various
colours, varying from several degrees of yellow and white, red (brick-like) and bituminous (black). The different composition
of the stones resulted in various forms of disintegration and cracking of the stones, which undermined their structural
capacity. It was recommended to replace several of these stones, especially the older ones. In fact, some had been
replaced at an earlier stage and had compromised the stability of the facade as a whole (figure 18, figure 22).
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Capillary water outcropping
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Figure 14: Humidity and salts in the west facade
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Figure 15: Compact crust and impurities on west facade
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Sulphate deposit
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Figure 16: Black crust and sulphate residues on west facade
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Figure 17: Biological patina on west facade
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Figure 18: Corroded stones on the facade
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Figure 19: Cement mortar in west facade
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Paint, varnish
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Figure 20: Paints, colouring and burns on west facade
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Figure 21: Metal elements and rust
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2. Structural and Physical Study of the Building and its Interior
The project to restore al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya focused on the structural
condition of the building to ensure its stability. All problems were addressed,
particularly the random cement additions in the courtyard of the ground floor,
and the steel reinforcements installed for the addition of upper structures. For
this part of the study, we sought the assistance of Fuad Dakkak, a construction
engineer, to examine the interior and exterior walls, the vaults of the main
entrance and the Mamluk stone facades on the west side of the courtyard. He
also examined the old cells on the west side, in particular the living room and
kitchen where cracks were visible on the north side of the cell. He checked
that the slab casting (pathway) of the additional structure in the yard, above the
Khanqah al-Duwaydariyya and in between the old building and the side stone
walls, was safe and solid. Mr. Dakkak also checked the new slab casting on
the north side, which was peeling off to expose metal after the collapse of the
cement from the ceiling. Another study focused on the possibility of coating the
facade of the house of Imad Jarallah on the upper floor with stone, taking into
consideration whether it would affect the bottom floors of the building.

Damaged unstable area

0

Lacks -missing parts

Figure 22: Missing parts of the facade
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Image 40: Effects of water leakage on the building

Following completion of the comprehensive architectural survey, photographs
and a field study of the entire building were completed, including the structure
of the added units, and several tests and examinations were performed
on site. Samples were taken of the construction materials to examine their
structural and physical properties, identify environmental impacts on them and
the extent of damage. Other studies measured the temperature of the interior
and exterior spaces, the temperature of the surface of the walls and the level
of water permeability that causes dampness. Some tests were performed to
measure the salt ratio and the acidity level (pH). All these tests proved that
the causes of exterior degradation would need to be treated before beginning
interior restoration works. Finally, a study was made to measure the impact of
reinforcements and additions added by the residents to the original structure.
The results of the study pointed to the fact that most of the interior units of the
building suffer from physical problems related to salts and damp, in addition
to rainwater leakage from the roofs and side walls into some units. The new

Image 41: Physical condition of the rooms prior to restoration
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random and inappropriate additions to the yards had contributed to the deterioration of the structural condition of historical units in
the building and created an unhealthy environment in the site (image 40, image 41).
Based on these conclusions, the project was designed to improve the living conditions of residents by refurbishing the infrastructure
and sewage and electricity installations, enhancing structural reinforcements, and replacing cement plaster with a traditional limestone
plaster in keeping with this historic building. Additional works included paving some floors and upper yards, and repairing windows,
doors, bathrooms and kitchens.

C. Project Implementation and Restoration in Detail
Just as the survey preparations for the restoration of al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya divided the restoration work into two main parts, the
implementation work also took place in two phases: the first phase focused on the west facade, while the second phase addressed
the interior spaces and the facilities on the upper floor.
West facade and entrance
Summary of work carried out:2

Proposals for Tender and Project Implementation

•

A. Proposals for Tender
The team from the Technical Office prepared the detailed paperwork for the tender and distributed it to specialist contractors. The
bids were opened formally, as is customary in the office and in the Department of Islamic Waqf, and the tender was awarded to a
certified and qualified contractor. A timetable for the work was drawn up by unit: the main west facade, courtyard, upper floors. The
team then supervised the implementation of these tasks. The team’s responsibilities comprised project management, coordination
of contractors and technicians, and liaising with the resident families to ensure the smooth running of the project according to plan.
Recommendations were included in the tender documents for the contractor to follow to ensure the safety of the residents.
B. The Main Rehabilitation and Restoration Works in the Tender
The work listed in the tender focused on the restoration of the west facade through delicate grouting to conserve the muqarnas and
interlacing ornaments (ablaq), replacing damaged masonry, restoring the wooden portal and old windows, and replacing damaged
items inappropriate for restoration. Many of the cement additions were removed from the interior units and spaces, situated mainly on
the upper floor, the roofs were retiled, and sloped roofing was added for rainwater drainage. The open courtyard was repaved and a
complete refurbishment of infrastructure and services was carried out as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Image 42: Refurbishment of infrastructure and services, and paving of the open courtyard
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Image 43: Removal of cement plaster and mortar

•

Mechanical cleaning of the facade to remove accumulated coherent and incoherent deposits3 using nylon brushes, organic fibres
and water. In areas of thick, compacted layers of dirt, metal brushes made from brass and soft metallic alloys were used to avoid
damage to the masonry.
Treatment of organic growths such as musk and algae found in the lines of grouting and on the masonry. For this purpose, six
biocide treatments were applied of Preventol (R50), of 7-8% concentration in water, applied by brush every three to seven days,
then cleaned mechanically with nylon brushes and pressurized water.
Application of an organic inhibitor/ biocide to prevent future growth of organic dirt, in parallel with the removal of sulphates and
cement mortar. In this case, ammonium bicarbonate poultices in a saturated water solution (20-25%) were applied for a maximum
period of four hours.
Careful use of a hammer and chisel to remove cement that could not be removed with a brush.
Repeated washing with poultices of distilled water to clean off the salt crystals accumulated on the three lower courses of
stonework on the west facade.
Afterwards, the mortar was remixed for regrouting using hydraulic lime in mixtures of gradual grains. The final layer of grouting was
made to match the texture of the masonry.
The highest four courses of stonework in the facade were dismantled and rebuilt using galvanised (inoxidizable) anti-rust steel
joints instead of cement. This connected the roof to the facade without damaging the structure of the latter; complete removal of
the concrete would have caused more harm than good.
The missing stones in the final course of stonework were filled with appropriate stone and built with a slight incline to avoid water
leakage.
Application of poultices of fluoride ammonium to remove and clean rust stains associated with the use of metal. Some stains were
impossible to remove with this material.
It was impossible to remove some structural elements over openings that are incompatible with the building as their removal was
not justified. Therefore, they were cleaned, underwent anti-rust treatment, and any metal parts were covered with a protective layer
of epossidic resin and pebbles supported by a metallic net. An aesthetic finish was imposed with mortar made of hydraulic lime
and sand with a small quantity of acrylic resin (4%) to allow for adhesion to the resin below it.
Paints and varnishes were treated with organic solutions, turpentine and acetone.
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West Facade- The Portal Canopy and Muqarnas

Restoration of cells and interior halls (mostly on the upper floor)

•

•

Removal of new cement or concrete additions as much as possible and rearrangement of the interior spaces without altering the
building’s original layout.

•

Replacement of the deteriorated lime and cement plaster with hydraulic lime mortar.

•

Reconstruction of some structural elements that were unwarranted and a burden on the building.

•

Dismantling of the walls surrounding the agricultural basins and the side walls of the upper yard, the cement roofing and replacement
of carpet tiles. The original stone tiles were retained.

•

Removal of cement plaster covering the walls and parapets of the roof. This was followed by insulation and retiling of the roof with
the original stone tiles, after grouting them with lime mortar.

•

Identifying the sources of water leakage from the roof and upper floor into the hall of the building, and installing new drainage and
rainwater gutters.

•

Restoration of wooden doors and windows and replacement of the dilapidated ones.

•

Repaving the courtyard with new stone tiles, which were carefully chosen in a design to match the original tiles in the building.

•

Installation of new electrical wiring, water drainage and sewage throughout the building.

•

Installation of water tanks and small boilers for kitchens and bathrooms.

•

Refurbishment of all services. The provision of sanitary units and kitchens adequate for the number of members in each household,
and anti-vandal exterior lighting units for the outside yards and stairs.

•

The muqarnas were severely damaged due to the soft texture of
the stone and weathering. Since they cannot be replaced, gentle
mechanical cleaning was performed.
The metal (ferrous) grilles previously installed between the spaces of
the muqarnas were replaced with fiber optic sticks, 8cm in diameter,
which were fixed with epoxy and sand, then plastered with hydraulic
lime. To limit stone breakage in the muqarnas, salts were removed
with a poultice of distilled water and fibres (burlap). To slow down
the degradation process, a solution of tetraethelsilicate mixed with
7% of white alcohol was applied with a paintbrush.

•

The greyish layer that had formed on the surface of the black stones
was dissolved with water and organic fibre brushes.

•

The surface and pores of the red stones, which had been subjected
to peeling due to salt crystals, were cleaned, then injected with a
liquid mortar of hydraulic lime and stone powder in a colour that
matched the colours of the stone.

•

•

Broken stones were patched with a mixture of hydraulic lime and
acrylic in the most appropriate colour possible to conserve historical
integrity.
Decorations and inscriptions that were badly damaged (approximately
40%) were cleaned with care and skill. The damaged areas were
then injected with hydraulic lime.

Image 44: The main portal following restoration
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Image 45: Muqarnas and ornaments on the main portal prior to restoration

Image 45: Muqarnas and ornaments on the main portal following restoration

Image 48: A yard prior to restoration

Image 48: A yard following restoration

Image 46: The stairs leading to upper floors prior to restoration

Image 46: The stairs leading to upper floors following restoration

Image 49: A yard prior to restoration

Image 49: A yard following restoration

Image 47: Original tiles of one of the cells prior to restoration

Image 47: Original tiles of one of the cells following restoration

Image 50: Window in the north facade prior to restoration

Image 50: Window in the north facade following restoration
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Figure 23: Example of the project’s plans (Ground floor)
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Figure 24: Example of electrical work (First floor)
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Training and Capacity Building for Craftsmen, Technicians and Engineers
One of the objectives of this restoration project was to develop
the skills of local workers and craftsmen. The project hired
skilled workers from Jerusalem and its periphery. The transfer of
expertise from the specialist engineering team of the Technical
Office and the Italian experts to the professional Palestinian
craftsmen and workers participating in the project was seen as
an important step. The Technical Office also trained a number
of new graduate engineers who helped in the topographical
survey and evaluation of damage during the first phase of the
project. A group of Italian technicians and local professionals
worked on the restoration of the main facade. An intensive
training programme in stone restoration techniques was offered
to Palestinian technicians and workers to develop local skills for
use in future projects.

•

Studies comprising a detailed historical analysis and information on the building’s architectural evolution are essential to understand
the planning of the structure and ensure that any alterations comply with the intrinsic identity of the site.

•

The importance of ongoing partnership and coordination between all stakeholders.

•

It is an opportunity to benefit from and develop local expertise, while at the same time accepting assistance from regional and
international skilled professionals.

•

Allocation of a flexible budget is important to allow for adjustments to the work schedule, provide beneficiaries with the means of
maintaining the site and to ensure the sustainability of the rehabilitation process.

•

Discussions should be held with the beneficiaries about the restoration work, the importance of preserving heritage, and the legal,
ethical and national aspects of the project.

Image 51: A craftsman photographed during the paving of outer yards

6. Unique Considerations of the Project, Lessons Learned and Recommendations
The restoration of the Madrasah as a heritage site of architectural value in Jerusalem’s Old City had to be undertaken with extreme
care due to several factors. First, the building was home to residents who had nowhere else to go while work was carried out. Second,
there are absolutely no regulations or schemes for restoration and rehabilitation work in Jerusalem. A further complication exists in
the form of the occupation authorities and their measures that hamper development of the local environment. Given these factors,
the implementation of this project extended over a three-year period and demanded intensive efforts and commitment. Work on the
building took place in several phases and in separate locations. This lengthy period of time required for the work and the observation
of safety precautions had a direct impact on decisions related to methods of restoration and interventions at all stages of the project
and a number of compromises had to be made.
From the experience of the Taawon and the Department of Islamic Waqf in the al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya restoration project and other
heritage sites, the following lessons and recommendations can be concluded for future projects:
•

82

It is vital to consult and coordinate with the beneficiaries to identify their needs and how these may conflict with the restoration
work. An appropriate arrangement can then be reached to balance the wishes or opposition of residents with the goal of heritage
conservation, despite the attempts of the occupation authorities to eradicate the unique identity and history of the city.

Image 52: One of the interior rooms following restoration

Image 53: An exterior courtyard following restoration
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7. Obstacles to Restoration: Between Theory and Practice
It is fair to say that restoration is a complicated process at any time and in any location. However, it is even more complicated in a
city where no legislation, provisions or practical local regulations exist for restoration. In Jerusalem, restoration is not impossible, but
it is extremely difficult because there is no national authority to resolve conflicts of interest and because architectural preservation
can conflict with the wishes of residents. Restoration work in Jerusalem differs from that in Hebron, led by the Hebron Rehabilitation
Committee, and also from the work of some municipalities in the West Bank. This is because there is only one authority in Jerusalem
and that is the authority of persuasion, for those who are open to it.

Part Two: Project for the Restoration and Rehabilitation of al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya

on this goal. This valuable project, with the Taawon Technical Office as an implementing partner, could not have been successfully
achieved if it were not for the relentless efforts and perseverance of all partners who worked side by side as a team. We give our
deepest thanks and gratitude to all of them. Special thanks are due to the Islamic Development Bank, who funded the project, the
Department of Islamic Waqf, the local and international experts, the contractor, the workers, and the residents, who exhibited great
patience during the work.

Principles of restoration are very advanced, but are not consistent and may differ from one site to another. Some principles are open
to discretion and may be controversial. The Italian technical team, who worked mainly on the restoration of the facade, insisted that
no part of the missing or damaged parts of the ornaments should be reconstructed or replaced. They simply provided extra support
or enhanced the ornaments after the cleaning process to preserve their existing physical shape. This principle was also applied to
the project in Dar al-Aytam al-Islamiyya. Contrary opinions argue that missing elements should be replaced if the original form can be
identified with certainty, as the Archaeology Department of the Jerusalem Awqaf Department did in al-Ashrafiyya and other Mamluk
sites in Bab al-Hadid and Bab al-Silsila.
Perhaps the most difficult hurdle faced by the Technical Office during the restoration was that the project did not include the whole
building because some owners and tenants refused to allow any restoration work: Taawon policy requires approval by the owner. As
a result, the proposed work for the ground floor and the mezzanine floor had to be abandoned because of the refusal of owners to
permit restoration of tenanted homes. The restoration was restricted by several factors, the most significant of which was the conflict
of interest between the wishes of residents and the principles of restoration of historic buildings. Another factor was disagreement over
ownership, which restricted intervention by Taawon, and some architectural units had to be left without the attention they deserved.
Despite these obstacles, the restoration of al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya was a considerable success. The greatest achievements
were saving the muqarnas of the west facade, which were restored with the most meticulous and modern techniques, and the
refurbishment of ornaments and the prestigious architectural fabric of the facade and entrance. Another success was the assistance
to the inhabitants of the upper floor in improving their living conditions in the Old City.
In conclusion, the restoration of any building, facade or alley in the Old City of Jerusalem not only conserves Palestinian heritage,
history and civilization, but also strengthens the Palestinian presence in Jerusalem. It forms part of Palestinian resistance and resilience
to continue living in their home town and country. Such projects aim to improve living conditions for Palestinians on their land, in their
homes and among their families. The restoration of al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya, a home for nine Jerusalemite families, was focused
84

Image 54: A yard after 10 years following restoration
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[1] Further to part one of the study, once the architectural survey team was able to enter the entire building, the following nomenclatures were adopted: ground floor

is the same ground floor as in part one; the first floor is the replacement name for the mezzanine floor in part one; and the second floor is what Dr. Yusuf al-Natsheh
called the added second floor (see p.40).

[2] These details about the west facade are a summary of the report by the Instituto Veneto Peri Beni Culturali. The full unpublished report is available at the OCJRP
office.

[3] Mechanical cleaning includes cleaning with a plastic, wooden or metal brush, or using a hammer and chisel. Cleaning with sterile water and a laser can also
form part of the cleaning process.

References of Part Two
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Annex 1: List of Terminology

Ablaq
Moulding
frame
Bimaristan

Assembly
hall

A large rectangular room used to meet for lessons or for Sufi sessions. It is the main unit of Sufi schools (khanqah
and zawiya).

A moulding or tall frame used as decoration, mainly around facades, arches, lintels, benches and windows.

Qumriyya

Circular window that does not usually protrude, with gypsum perforated overlay and stained glass in the background.

A Persian word, bimar meaning “sick”, and “stan” meaning “place”, i.e. a building to treat sick people or “hospital ”.

Carat
Bracket
(Katifah)

A unit to measure weight that varied from one period to another. In measurement, it is one out of 24 parts.
Is a mini katf, which is an ornamented stone, slightly projected, forming the upper portion of the door’s or window’s
jambs. The door or window sills settle on it.

Special
merchant

The special merchant of slaves for the Sultans.

Khanqah

An architectural unit composed of several facilities, mostly cells, assembly hall, mosque and courtyard. It is
equivalent to al-Zawiya in Jerusalemite architecture.

Kasrat

Khalwa

A cell or a small room with few windows, sometimes without any, where a Sufi (dervish) remains in solitary retreat.

Imposts

A group of protruding stones fixed in walls to form layers and projecting from each other to support balconies or
arches.

Khwaja

A Persian word with several meanings such as teacher, author, sheikh, sir, or merchant. It is mostly used as
merchant. In Jerusalem, it is also used for a foreign man.

Mujir al-Din

A qadi and historian of Jerusalem during the Mamluk era. He wrote the city’s history in a study entitled “Al Uns
al-Jalil bi tarikh al-Quds wal Khalil” (The Glorious History of Jerusalem and Hebron).

Pottery
Mashrabiya

Cylindrical pieces of red brick pottery lined above one another in a triangular shape. It allows air and light into the
room, blocking whatever is behind it. It is traced back to the late Ottoman era and is a feature of local Jerusalemite
architecture.

Metal grilles

Crossed metal bars forming square shape pasted to jambs to protect windows.

Niche

An arched entrance (recess) other than the window, but may have a window in rare cases.

Dirka

A Persian word in origin that means a forked passage or yard following the entrance immediately.

Ribat
(hospice)
Zawiya
Joggled
voussoirs
Lintel

90

Alternation of rows of coloured stone, mainly in the construction of facades, arches and sills.

A small fortification built in open areas, but later within cities to house the poor and Sufis. In Jerusalem, it also
hosted visitors.
See “Khanqah” above.
A group of small stones stacked by overlapping and interlacing to form a lintel or arch.
A block of stone or several pieces of stones or marble, stacked or interlaced atop the lintel of doors and windows.
If it is interlaced, it is called a Musfen lintel, and if it is stacked it is called a voussoirs lintel.

Muqarnas
Bench
Mezzanine

The interlacing lines of muqarnas above one another.

Architrave and a structural element consisting of pieces of stones or wood in the form of Mihrab, or small arches
consisting of upper or lower moulds that resemble hives.
A long stone higher than the surrounding for use as a seat, mainly in front of shops and Madrasas.
A raised platform that is independent of a building structure and is supported by columns.
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Annex 2: References to al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya in Source Material
•

Mujir al-Din 1973, Part 2: 42

“Al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya in the street of the Gate of the Glory of the Prophets, opposite the Mu’azzamiyya, and next to the
Duwaydariyya Madrasa, on the north side of it. Its endower Khwaja Majd al-Din Abu al-Fida Ismail al-Sallami, I have not looked at the
date of its endowment, it appears to be after the year 700.”

north. Its endower Khwaja Majd al-Din Abu al-Fida Ismail al-Sallami. It seems that it was endowed after 700, it is a house of Quran
and is still a residential house.” 317 “Al-Mawsiliyya in the Gate of the Glory of the Prophets adjacent to al-Aqsa Mosque, it belonged
to Khwaja Fakhr al-Din al-Mawsili. It is occupied.”
•

•

Al-Arif, 1961: 201, 243

“Some of the installations that were established in Jerusalem during the reign of Malik al-Nasir Muhammad, we mention the following
schools and galleries:
Page 202: Ribat al-Kurd School in Bab al-Hadid (1293/693), and al-Sallamiyya school in the Gate of the Glory of the Prophets
(1300/700)…”.
Page 243: “Al-Sallamiyya School in the Gate of the Glory of the Prophets towards al-Mu’azzamiyya adjacent to al-Duwaydariyya
school from the north. Its endower Khwaja Majd al-Din Abu al-Fida Ismail al-Sallami. It seems that it was endowed after 700. Some say
it was endowed around the year 1300/700. Mujir al-Din mentioned it on page 393 of his study al-Anas al-Jalil. The author of al-Sham
plans cited it saying it is a house of Quran; it is now a house apt for residence, a group from Jarallah family lives in it.”
•

Al-Shafi’i and others, 1971: 14

“To the north al-Sallamiyya School endowed by Khwaja Majd al-Din Abu al-Fida Ismail al-Sallami around the year 1300/700.”
•

Najem and others 1983: 163-164

“It was founded by Majd al-Din Abu al-Fida al-Sallami, who endowed it after the year 1300/700; it is not the same as Dar al-Quran alSallamiyya. Majd al-Din al-Sallami was an important merchant in Cairo. He had many endowments, as is clear from al waqfiyya and the
saved records in al Mahkama al Shariya in Jerusalem. This school had its role in the intellectual movement in Jerusalem. Many scholars
taught in it. It continued its intellectual role until the end of the Mamluk period. This school is composed of two floors, a courtyard
surrounded by several cells. There is a big iwan on its western side.”
•

Al-Dabagh 1991, Part 9, Section 2: 265

“Next to al-Duwaydariyya School from the north in the Gate of the Glory of the Prophets. Its endower is Khwaja Majd al-Din Abu alFida Ismail al-Sallami. It is now a house qualified for residence, where a group from Jarallah family lives.” (Al-Hashiyya from Mujir al-Din
and al-Aref).
•

Manarat Maqdisiyya 2010: 71

Al-Sallamiyya (al-Mawsiliyya) School
“It is situated close to Bab al-Atm (Faisal/ Glory of the Prophets/ al-Duwaydariyya) north to al-Duwaydariyya School. Its main facade
overlooks the east side of Bab al-Atm road. Its north facade overlooks Tariq al-Mujahidin that leads to Bab al-Asbat in the wall of
Jerusalem. Al-Madrasah al-Sallamiyya School is referred to its endower Khwaja Majd al-Din Abu al-Fida Ismail al-Sallami, one of Cairo’s
wealthiest and biggest merchants. It is also known as al-Mawsiliyya School in reference to the endower’s birth town, al-Sallamiyya,
near al-Mosul, situated on the eastern side of the Tigris River. It is the name mentioned in Al Awqaf documents at that time.”
•

Van Berchem, 1923, no. 71: 221-223

He mentions the location of al-Sallamiyya saying it is to the north of al-Duwaydariyya number 70. He also mentions the inscription’s
location, the description of the portal and surrounding benches, the portal and the bronze knocker, and about visits in 1914. The
inscription inside a medallion on the two sides in Mamluk calligraphy inside khartousha and the text “There is no God but Allah, and
Muhammad is the prophet of Allah”. He cited the text of Mujir al-Din.

Ali Kurd, Part 6: 121, 123

“301 Al-Sallamiyya” in the Gate of the Glory of the Prophets towards al-Mu’azzamiyya, adjacent to al-Duwaydariyya school from the
92
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Annex 3: Synopsis of Translations about Majd al-Sallami, Founder of al-Sallamiyya
•

Al-Duwadari Kunz al-Durar, p. 9, and pp. 312-313

“A peace agreement was achieved between Muslims and the Tatars, due to the wise governance of Mawlana the Sultan and his
blessed policy, which was the centre of attention of all people and they talked about it a lot. The peace agreement was possible thanks
to Majd al-Din al-Sallami, the travelling merchant. In the year 723, the king’s messenger came and asked al Marahim al Sharifa for a
truce (p. 313), and Mawlana the sultan agreed to it because he thought it was for the best interest of Islam. God rewarded him very
well for his governance and his people. During his reign, people lived in peace while before they lived in fear (…). He mentioned that
the truce signed between them was for ten years and ten days. The reason for this truce was Juban who was a good Muslim. Majd
al-Din al-Sallami came to him from Egypt with four horses dressed and equipped in Egyptian sultani. Juban was afraid to accept them
so that they would not know him and they would say: You are in touch with Egypt’s leader and those are horses from Egypt. So he
told al-Sallami to offer them to Abu Sa’id, so he did. This was the reason for the peace agreement in a short story that summarizes
the longer one.”
•

Al-Safadi (764), Al Wafi bil Wafiyat, Part 9: 132, 133

1781- “Majd al-Din al-Sallami” Ismail bin Muhammad bin Yaqout. He is Khwaja Majd al-Din al-Sallami, he was a great and clever man
with a wise mind, diplomatic and amiable to kings. He was the reason for the success of the truce between Muslims and Tatars during
the days of al-Qan Bu Said. He was especially favoured by Sultan al-Malik al-Nasir and by the Mugul1 for his good conduct. I have
never seen his like for saying what is felicitous and appropriate. When he travels to Tabriz, he resides in Ordu, where the Sultan writes
to him, and textiles of different kinds come to him from Egypt to choose as gifts for the Ordu’s assistants, as a sign for his trust in him.
He also had Mamluks and gave them lands in al-halaqa in Egypt. He had a high salary from the sultan that included meat, bread,
kumaj, barley, sugar, sweets, candles, etc. This salary almost reached 150 dirhams per day. The sultan also gave him the village of
Araq from Baalbak whose income reached 10 thousand dirhams per year. He had an important position in al-Dawla. Al-Nashu2 truly
looked up to him and almost never left his side.
After the sultan’s death, Qawsun3 treated him differently. He denied him and took from him a considerable amount. Some of his
properties in the East al-Sallama, al-Mahuza, al-Marawza and al-Manasef. He was born in 671 and died on Wednesday the seventh
of Jumada al-Thani of the year 743. He was buried on his land outside the Gate of Victory in Cairo.”
1.
2.

Sharaf al-Din Abdel Wahab al-Nashu. He started off serving amirs during the reign of Sultan al-Nasir Muhammad bin Qalawun. When he started serving emir Anuk, the son of Sultan Qalawun, al-Nashu

the dawla’s princes. He captured the sultan’s heart until there were too many complaints against him and he was prosecuted and all his belongings were confiscated. Al-Maqrizi wrote a lot about his stories
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Al-Maqrizi, al-Khitat, 1987: 2 and 43

“(Darb al-Sallami) This road is part of the line of the yard of Bab al-Eid, it encloses to this day one of the gates of the castle called Bab
al-Eid, people call it al-Qahira (Cairo). This road leads to al-Shok castle and the old al-Maristan al-Salahi, and to dar al-darb and others.
(Known as Khwaja Majd al-Din al-Sallami) Ismail bin Muhammad bil Yaqout al-Khwaja Majd al-Din al-Sallami, the privy purse merchant
during the reign of al Malik al-Nasir Muhammad bin Qalawun. He visited the Tatar’s lands4 for commerce and came back with slaves
and others. He worked with Juban until he achieved a peace process between al Malik al-Nasir and al-Qan5 Abu Sa’id. He was a good
ambassador and his notability increased among the two kings. Malik al-Nasir consulted him and took decisions with him. (…) He liked
him, appreciated him and so provided him with abundant salaries. Every day, he would offer him dirhams, meat, raspberries, sugar,
desserts, kimaj and riqaq, of a value that reached around 150 dirhams, equivalent then to 8 mathaqil of gold. The king also gave him
the village of Araq6 in Baalbak, and gave his mamalik shares in the halaqa. He used to visit al-Urdun7 and stay for three to four years,
while he continued to receive his letters. He also received souvenirs and textiles to offer to whom he sees worthy from the assistants
of Abu Said and others from al-Urdun. Al-Nashi, Nazer al-Khas, never left his side and could not bear to be separated from him. He
had properties in bilad al mashreq like al-Sallamiyya, al-Ma’khoud, al-Marawza and al-Manasef. When Malik al-Nasir Qalawun died,
Qawsun changed his attitude towards him and took a big amount of his money. He was intelligent and wise and knew well the kings’
ethics and likes, especially concerning slaves and jewels. He was a polite speaker and satisfied person, he was also good-looking.8
He died in his home in al-Sallami road on Wednesday, 7 Second Jumada of the year 743. He was buried in his mausoleum out of Bab
al-Nasr. He was born in the year 671 in al-Sallamiyya, a day’s walk from al-Mosul on the eastern side.”
•

Ibn Hajar al-Asqalani (852), al-Durar al-Kaminah, Part 1: 381-382

964- Ismail bin Muhammad bin Yaqout al-Sallami, with double L, Majd al-Din Ibn al-Khwaja, privy purse slave merchant born in 671.
His efforts, along those of al-Nuwein Juban, led to peace between al-Malik al-Nasir and Abu Said, the king of Tatars. Hence, his value
grew among the two kings. He used to travel to Ordu, Empire of Tatar, and stay for two or three years. His postal correspondence
never stopped. He had some lands there but also in al-Sham. He had a good sense (382) of the kings’ morals. He was in a great
position until the death of al-Nasir. He was arrested easily. He died in Jumada al-Thani of the year 743.”

i.e the Mongols

became close to the sultan. A decree was issued to hand him Nazaret al-Khas, which meant he was responsible for the sultan’s money and properties. But he abused his authorities and tricked many of

3.

•

in his study al-Sulouk, Part 3. See, for example, pages 156-158, 164-166, 176, 186-189, 196-199. About his end, see page 264 and onwards.
One of the influential princes at the end of the reign of Sultan al-Nasir Muhammad bin Qalawun.

4.

The Tatars.

6.

Al-Safadi mentioned Araq, but I found no translation for it in the dictionary of Yaqout al-Hamawi.

5.
7.
8.

Al-Khan.

It is not correct to say Urdun, but rather Ordu. See above under al-Safadi; it means a Mongol camp.
In terms of appearance and shape.
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Annex 5: Project Drawings
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